SOUTHERN GIRL
As recorded by Incubus
(from the 2004 Album "A Crow Left of the Murder")

Transcribed by Gabriel Ortiz

Words by Incubus
Music by Incubus
Arranged by Incubus

A Intro

Moderately Slow \( \text{mf} 97 \)

N.C. Amadd2 Gadd4 C\#5 E7 N.C. Amadd2 Gadd4 C\#5 N.C.

B Verse

Amadd2 Gadd4 C\#5 E7 N.C. Amadd2 Gadd4 C\#5 N.C.

C Pre-Chorus

Dm Am G Dm

let ring

let ring

2004
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**Outro**

```
H Chorus

Amadd2  Gadd4  C5  E7  N.C.  Amadd2  Gadd4  C5  N.C.
```

```
I Outro

(F7)
```
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